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Facebook has a new mega-leak on its hands

Still smarting from last month's dump of phone numbers belonging to 500 million Facebook
users, the social media giant has a new privacy crisis to contend with: a tool that, on a massive
scale, links Facebook accounts with their associated email addresses, even when users choose
settings to keep them from being public.
A video circulating on Tuesday showed a researcher demonstrating a tool named Facebook
Email Search v1.0, which he said could link Facebook accounts to as many as 5 million email
addresses per day.
The researcher—who said he went public after Facebook said it didn't think the weakness he
found was "important" enough to be xed—fed the tool a list of 65,000 email addresses and
watched what happened next.

Read More on Ars Technica

Hackers are exploiting a Pulse Secure 0-day
to breach orgs around the world

Hackers backed by nation-states are exploiting critical vulnerabilities in the Pulse Secure VPN
to bypass two-factor authentication protections and gain stealthy access to networks
belonging to a raft of organizations in the US Defense industry and elsewhere, researchers said.
At least one of the security aws is a zero-day, meaning it was unknown to Pulse Secure
developers and most of the research world when hackers began actively exploiting it, security
rm Mandiant said in a blog post published Tuesday.
Mandiant said that it has uncovered “limited evidence” that tied one of the hacker groups to the
Chinese government.

Read More on Ars Technica

Even More on Mandiant's blog
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Kindred Group in brief
Kindred is one of the largest online gambling companies in the world with a diverse team of
1,600 people serving over 26 million customers across Europe, Australia and the US. We offer
pre-game and live Sports betting, Poker, Casino and Games through 11 brands across our
markets. We are committed to offer our customers the best deal and user experience possible,
while ensuring a safe and fair gambling environment. Kindred is a pioneer in the online
gambling industry and is an innovation driven company that builds on trust.
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